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In this fast-paced world no matter adolescence or adults, people only want to finish what they

have on their hands and mind their own business. To cope with the fast-paced world, people have come

up with many successful ideas. For example, Uber is a great app that will help someone to find a taxi

immediately. Another example, Doordash and Uber Eats are also apps that can help with a fast meal if

there is no time to cook. The list goes on and on because to save as much time as possible people choose

simple and fast options that will give them the most optimized result.

Now imagine this, a car is pulling into a busy Disney World parking lot without proper direction,

just think how long this car will spend searching for a spot. Another problem that can happen is parking

spots hidden in between multiple cars, which is really difficult to detect. The most common parking

system, if there is one, is labor-intensive, needing people standing in the lot giving directions on where to

go. The proposed idea is a set of technology that will solve the mundaneness in parking.

The idea is very simple. Cameras will be set up in a convenient location that can have a clear

view of the entire parking lot. Then the cameras find out the edges of the parking lot, the empty spots, the

size of the spot, and if the spot is special (disabled spot for example). When a car is driven into the

entrance a display screen will be there, where the fastest route to get to the nearest fitting parking spot

will appear. A camera will be placed at the entrance to determine the car type, for example, SUV, pick-up,

Sedan, Van, or even a truck/RV. If the driver has a tag indicating a staff or handicap status, the software

can direct you to a special spot. After this system is set up the labor cost will go down dramatically. A

picture of the map, if someone can not remember a longer route, can be sent via Bluetooth, or the driver

or passenger can just take a picture. Similar ideas have been made and implemented by Parking Guidance

System, LLC, and tn. However, all of these companies only work in a garage and they need heavy

modifications to the parking garage. For example, Hub Parking requires an LCD screen in every

intersection/turn inside the garage and sensors on every single spot. The cost of modifications to the

garage weighs more than the benefits (Kenneth). Since most parking garages/lots already have security

cameras set up there is very little to modify. The only required addition to the parking space is a screen at

the entrance or a camera with a better angle of viewing. Plus to have AI working in a garage is very

futuristic.

To get the Automatic Parking Detection working both hardware and software are required. The

cameras will be connected to a central computer where all the data and CNN do the magic. The reason



why there is no microcontroller for this problem is that running/training models on a Mbed or a Pi cost

too much power and time. Pi has an OS system for the convenience for users, however, adding an OS will

increase the time of your program. Getting everything connected to a central computer with a powerful

GPU and CPU will make everything easier. If multiple cameras are needed imagine how much it would

cost just for these microcontrollers. If there is a system crash on these controllers a walk to the camera

might be required, which is more trouble than it’s worth (Halfacree). For the car detection parts, there are

already applications/algorithms online, for example, a python library called “deep-learning-frameworks”,

which is available on GitHub. This library can help detect cars from a bird's eye view, and determine the

size of the car (Clee). With Esri’s Python library a lot of steps are saved, segmentation of the image, for

example, is already here. YOLO is another object detector that can give an accurate description of the

type of the car, for example, it can tell apart a truck and a Sedan (Redmon). To add more car types into the

system is a challenge when implementing the idea since the camera should be able to recognize a pick-up

truck from a Minivan, which is a little difficult. Another thing that is required is finding the edge of the

empty spot for a parking lot. Fortunately, OpenCV, an image processing library in both C++ and python,

can be used to help simplify the problem (Murkute). Of course, without Tensorflow deep learning is just

not right. With the combination of Tensorflow and OpenCV, wonders can be achieved.

So currently, there are four different ways this can be done. The first option is to use just OpenCV

to check for an empty parking spot. Using OpenCV is very simple since the library is already very defined

and the functions are mathematically logical. The only problem with this method is that lighting will play

a huge role, meaning different algorithms might be needed for day and night time. The second solution is

to use YOLO’s object detection to identify all cars and then check whether this car can fit inside a parking

spot. The drawback of this option is having to add more car types and match the parking spot size with the

car size. The prediction for this method is 70-80 accuracy. The third method is to use a CNN which comes

from the Tensorflow library. This method will probably end up being the most accurate according to

research. The fourth option is to combine all the libraries and make them work concurrently to get the

most optimal result (Dwivedi). The design will utilize more than one functionality listed, so option four

will most likely end up being used. YOLO is used for objection detection for size and type, OpenCV is

used for empty lot detection, and CNN for prediction. To test our model, some real-life parking lot images

will be used. The image will be either from Google or real-time capture done by the team. The score will

be rated on a scale of accuracy, meaning 0-100% with a target range of 90% or more.

Fast, accurate, and convenient are the goals the team is trying to achieve. Making parking

effortless for everyone.
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